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For each event e_i in the list e_1, ... , e_k do the following:
if x and e_i are both receive events do nothing , continue to the next case which is e_(i+1)
if M’(x < e_i) continue to the next case which is e_(i+1) (we regard this as being true if x = e_i)
if M’(e_i < x) stop the method  with value ‘skip’
if x or e_i is a send event then
  if staircase_test (M’, x, e_i) succeeds 
then
   add a coordinating message c_1 => c_2 to M’
                                               so that in the new MSC,  M’(x ~ c_1), and M’(c_2 ~ e_i)
 if staircase_test (M’, x,  e_i) fails 
then
 stop the method  with value ‘skip’
After finishing the above procedure the method after_join (x, e_1, ... , e_k, M)  has added various co-ordinating messages to
manufacture a new MSC M’. In M’ we have M’(x < e_i) for each i between 1 and k.  Notice that if the method is applied to x when 
the list contains  no e_i events then the method does nothing, so can be thought of as manufacturing just a copy of M.
We can now explain the main method CM as follows.  The method can be applied to a list of events and an MSC. Let
a_1, ... , a_k, be a list of events and M be a given MSC.  Begin method CM with the MSC M under consideration and an empty set 
S of MSCs.  The method incrementally adds new MSCs to this set as it traverses through the events in M.  See figure 4 for an 
overview of the method.
1) For each event a_i in the list a_1, ... , a_n do the following
    Calculate the value of the method after_join on the list a_1, ... , a_n with a_i removed from the list, and the MSC M.
       Is this value ‘skip’?
          If so do nothing, except proceed to the next value a_(i+1) and continue the method from step 1.
          If the value is an MSC M’ then apply method CM to MSC M’ together with the list of events
          consisting of M’(a_i, next) and the list a_1, ... , a_n with a_i removed. This constructs a set of MSCs,
          add all of these to the set S being constructed. Now return to step 1 and continue with the next case e_(i+1)
2) When all the events in the list a_1, ... , a_n have been processed according to step 1the method finishes, the set  S now contains 
     various MSCs with coordinating messages incorporated in them.
   
This method allows us to construct a set of MSC that correspond to the set of concurrent tests we wish to perform on M.
First apply the pre-processing method PRE-CM to M to construct a new MSC M1. Now remove all events of the IUT from M1. 
These are no longer  required to co-ordinate the CTCs  and would interfere with CM. 
Next apply method CM to the list a_1, ... , a_k of initial events from the PTCs  (an event is  initial if there is no event prior to it in 
the MSC) and the MSC M1. The result is a list of MSCs, each of which corresponds to a concurrent test we wish to perform on M.
Figure 2 illustrates how to calculate the list of intitial events in an MSC.
Finally we may choose to generate test scripts from each of the resultant message sequence charts. In doing so we must decide on 
verdicts which are to be associated with each test. Verdicts can be PASS, FAIL or INCONCLUSIVE. How the verdicts are 
assigned depends on the latency assumptions which are applied to the system.
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